LET’S Talk About It!
Talk About IT is a workshop that presents the opportunity for girls to engage in
provoking dialogue, participate in interactive activities and implement action tools,
all intended to assist in the acquiring of a healthy self-esteem.
A. Confidence Square: Many girls think a healthy self-esteem is unattainable because it
requires loving everything about themselves and that is a task too difficult for many. This
activity takes a different approach by having participants step into the decision to love,
accept or work on the many parts of themselves. Participants will take away an
understanding of the balance that a healthy self-esteem requires.
B. Compliments Count: There is great power in words, but not just negative words,
complementary words as well. Girl’s sometimes struggle with verbalizing the admiration
they have towards their peers. In turn, those thoughts sometimes turn into envy & causes
division amongst peers. This activity prompts participants to release those compliments
in their head into the heart of a fellow peer with written affirmations. Participants will
take away a tool to help eliminate division amongst peers.
C. Crossing the Line: When one “crosses the line” we assume it’s against someone else,
but what about when a girl crosses the line against herself? Girls often entertain
unhealthy thoughts which influence their feelings and in turn produce an unhealthy
behavioral outcome. This activity will have participants crossing the line in response to
crossing the line scenarios and problem solving in order to cross back over the line. The
participants will learn how to take control of their behavior outcome starting with their
thoughts.
D. Mirror of Depth: The first thing a girl sees when she looks in the mirror is her external
reflection and it isn’t often that she is completely pleased with that reflection. But, what
about the beauty she possesses beyond the external? The beauty that isn’t seen with her
eyes. This activity has the participants create a ‘mirror of depth’ to reflect the inner
beauty shifting their focus of beauty. Participants will leave with a realization that their
beauty goes beyond what the mirror reflects, but so much deeper.
E. Recipe for A Healthy Self-Esteem: Girls are often told they need to have a healthy
self-esteem, but do they know what is needed to develop one? This activity does not
define what a healthy self –esteem entails, but encourages the participants to develop a
personal recipe for a healthy self-esteem that resonates with them. Participants will leave
with an awareness of what is personally needed to develop a healthy self -esteem.
F. Tooting Your Horn: it is suggested to girls that they should not brag about themselves.
“Be humble” is what is suggested, and in doing so they never get a chance to identify all
that makes they amazing, negatively affecting their self-esteem. In this activity
participants will explore all that makes them amazing. They will then be encouraged to
act it out in charades with a twist that will have them literally tooting their own horn!
Participants will leave being able to identify their strengths and vocalize them.

Bare.Bold&Beautiful Keepsakes!
Keepsakes are great reminders for participants to remember
their Bare.Bold&Beautiful experience & all they learned!

/
Mirror & Button keepsake packs/ $3

“No longer will we struggle alone in secrecy, but instead unite by talking about IT.”
-Shakia, Founder

